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The virtual persona of a long-dead visionary entrepreneur threatens to
incite a revolution from space that could topple Earth’s powerful and
repressive religious-technological dictatorship in this ingenious science
fiction classic

In the future, individual freedom is a thing of the past. North America is a police
state controlled by the Avantist government, a despotic, techno-religious ruling
order that promises an impending transcendence for the oppressed. Space,
however, remains free, thanks to Anson Guthrie’s powerful Fireball Corporation.
Guthrie’s corporeal self died many generations ago, but his essence lives on,
preserved forever in a computerized state that enables him to inspire his loyal
employees and adherents to keep reaching for the farthest stars. But now the
totalitarian enemy, led by sadistic secret policeman Enrique Sayre, has gained
possession of a Guthrie download, intending to subvert it to the Avantist cause,
thereby breaking Fireball’s hold on the cosmos. The corporation is doomed
unless ace pilot Kyra Davis can smuggle a still-unreconstructed version of
Guthrie out of enslaved America and rocket him to the moon and beyond, where
Fireball’s virtual creator can attempt to stoke the flames of revolution—and
change the direction of his world.
 
A truly remarkable work from one of science fiction’s all-time greats, Harvest of
Stars might be the most ingenious and ambitious novel of Grand Master Poul
Anderson’s acclaimed and prolific career. Thoughtful and adventurous, rich in
imagination and integrity, it offers definitive proof of the seven-time Hugo
Award–winning author’s unparalleled mastery in the field of speculative fiction.
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The virtual persona of a long-dead visionary entrepreneur threatens to incite a revolution from space
that could topple Earth’s powerful and repressive religious-technological dictatorship in this ingenious
science fiction classic

In the future, individual freedom is a thing of the past. North America is a police state controlled by the
Avantist government, a despotic, techno-religious ruling order that promises an impending transcendence for
the oppressed. Space, however, remains free, thanks to Anson Guthrie’s powerful Fireball Corporation.
Guthrie’s corporeal self died many generations ago, but his essence lives on, preserved forever in a
computerized state that enables him to inspire his loyal employees and adherents to keep reaching for the
farthest stars. But now the totalitarian enemy, led by sadistic secret policeman Enrique Sayre, has gained
possession of a Guthrie download, intending to subvert it to the Avantist cause, thereby breaking Fireball’s
hold on the cosmos. The corporation is doomed unless ace pilot Kyra Davis can smuggle a still-
unreconstructed version of Guthrie out of enslaved America and rocket him to the moon and beyond, where
Fireball’s virtual creator can attempt to stoke the flames of revolution—and change the direction of his
world.
 
A truly remarkable work from one of science fiction’s all-time greats, Harvest of Stars might be the most
ingenious and ambitious novel of Grand Master Poul Anderson’s acclaimed and prolific career. Thoughtful
and adventurous, rich in imagination and integrity, it offers definitive proof of the seven-time Hugo
Award–winning author’s unparalleled mastery in the field of speculative fiction.
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Editorial Review

Review

“Poul puts us into a whole new world. It is, in that respect, a novel written more in the manner of Fielding
and Melville than that of traditional SF. Poul has traced a thousand trends, pulled them tightly together, and
created a masterpiece.” —Larry Niven
 
“Anderson has sweep, scope, and a romantic vision of our future in space.” —Chicago Sun-Times
 
“All the elements of classic SF on a grand scale.” —Publishers Weekly
 
“Anderson’s speculations of artificial intelligences, biotech and nanotech are first-rate and his lyrical prose
makes his novel literally sing.” —AllReaders.com

About the Author

Poul Anderson (1926–2001) grew up bilingual in a Danish American family. After discovering science
fiction fandom and earning a physics degree at the University of Minnesota, he found writing science fiction
more satisfactory. Admired for his “hard” science fiction, mysteries, historical novels, and “fantasy with
rivets,” he also excelled in humor. He was the guest of honor at the 1959 World Science Fiction Convention
and at many similar events, including the 1998 Contact Japan 3 and the 1999 Strannik Conference in Saint
Petersburg, Russia. Besides winning the Hugo and Nebula Awards, he has received the Gandalf, Seiun, and
Strannik, or “Wanderer,” Awards. A founder of the Science Fiction & Fantasy Writers of America, he
became a Grand Master, and was inducted into the Science Fiction and Fantasy Hall of Fame.

In 1952 he met Karen Kruse; they married in Berkeley, California, where their daughter, Astrid, was born,
and they later lived in Orinda, California. Astrid and her husband, science fiction author Greg Bear, now live
with their family outside Seattle.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Terri Rouse:

Book is written, printed, or created for everything. You can understand everything you want by a e-book.
Book has a different type. To be sure that book is important matter to bring us around the world. Adjacent to
that you can your reading ability was fluently. A guide Harvest of Stars will make you to always be smarter.
You can feel considerably more confidence if you can know about every thing. But some of you think that
will open or reading any book make you bored. It is far from make you fun. Why they might be thought like
that? Have you trying to find best book or suitable book with you?

Jeanne Crank:

Reading can called imagination hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book specifically book
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entitled Harvest of Stars your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every
aspect that maybe not known for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging each word written in a book
then become one form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get before. The Harvest of Stars
giving you yet another experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful details for
your better life in this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and
mind are going to be pleased when you are finished reading through it, like winning a sport. Do you want to
try this extraordinary spending spare time activity?

Steve Teegarden:

As a student exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library as well as to
make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just little students that has reading's heart or real their
hobby. They just do what the educator want, like asked to go to the library. They go to generally there but
nothing reading significantly. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring and also can't see
colorful pics on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important for you personally. As we
know that on this age, many ways to get whatever we would like. Likewise word says, ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore , this Harvest of Stars can make you really feel more interested to read.

James Babb:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got learners? We believe that that issue was
given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. So you know that
little person like reading or as studying become their hobby. You need to understand that reading is very
important in addition to book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to provide you knowledge, except
your personal teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update with regards to something by book.
Numerous books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is niagra Harvest of Stars.
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